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Fearmongering Narrative of the War Expanding Beyond Ukraine and into 

Georgia 

The message that the West (the US and Europe) and Georgian opposition parties seek to open 

a second front against Russia in Georgia has once again been a dominant narrative, taking into 

account the interaction rate. Traditionally, the ruling Georgian Dream party was at the 

forefront of fuelling the message. Apart from linking the topic of opening a second front against 

Russia with the issue of the condition of Russians in Georgia, the ruling party chair Irakli 

Kobakhidze stated that he could not say what was discussed in the closed meetings but 

acknowledged that there the interest regarding Georgia [joining] the war was and still is 

directly expressed. According to Mr Kobakhidze, a collective "they" (indirectly referring to 

Georgia's Western partners) want to make Georgia a second front in the fight against Russia. 

• The Georgian Dream (GD)-affiliated expert and philosopher, 

Zaza Shatirishvili, published an open letter dedicated to defending Bidzina Ivanishvili, 

claiming that one of the biggest Swiss banks, Credit Suisse, with the support of the US, 

is blackmailing Ivanishvili in order to force him to open the second front in Georgia. 

According to Mr Shatirishvili, the US wants to change the government in Georgia 

against the will of the Georgian people and bring the United National Movement back 

to power to deceive the people and instigate a war against Russia in Georgia. The anti-
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https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/721942-irakli-kobaxize-sajarod-ver-vambobt-tu-ra-xdeboda-kabinetebshi-ras-gveubnebodnen-magram-omtan-mimartebit-interesi-pirdapiri-pormit-iqo-da-aris-gamoxatuli
https://www.facebook.com/TheGeorgianTimes/posts/pfbid029eVAPmQPrPFvW4zu3hB3tNeJi9oz3D4g8bcBcAE17MKrzxhn1tvZuyGB459nFZTfl
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=185361957207548&set=a.156357063441371&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/POSTV.Analytics/posts/pfbid02x9ksU2D2tFzmxymvssiyyXCZgxpwdzKgDqu5cZLovwjt7icX6vh8W32434TeXnsQl
https://www.facebook.com/blognews11/photos/a.108035611580402/193450999705529/?type=3
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Western political party - Georgian Idea - also voiced the same narrative regarding Mr 

Ivanishvili's public letter that the US and Europe were trying to drag Georgia into the 

war. Similarly, Alt-Info also suggested that it was evident that the US was trying to 

plunge Georgia into the war. 

• The GD-affiliated TV Imedi hosted the chairman of the organisation – Solidarity for 

Peace, Merab Tchiqashvili, who has speculated that Mikheil Saakashvili has been set to 

Georgia by the West to orchestrate the forceful change of government in Georgia and 

bring the ex-president back to the government who would propagate the war against 

Russia. Other sources also claimed that the opposition parties sought to open a second 

front in Georgia but failed to succeed. 

 

For Kremlin-sympathizers in Georgia the threat is coming from Ukrainian 

refugees in Georgia who could “outnumber” Georgians soon 

The second most dominant narrative in terms of interactions, after the fearmongering with 

war expanding in Georgia, concerned Ukrainian refugees. This narrative had been absent in 

the previous week but as expected, it re-emerged due to the debate over the issue sparked by 

the change of government aid policy for Ukrainian refugees - some criticised the new scheme 

due to the lack of support towards Ukrainians in Georgia while propagandists denounced 

giving any aid at all. The propaganda narrative rebounded much stronger than anticipated. 

The most active messages suggested that: 

1. Ukrainian refugees in Georgia are wealthy and do not care about Ukraine's fate but 

only about their entertainment; 

2. Ukrainian refugees undermine internal stability; 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=363077262667891&set=a.228604502781835&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/110430525053132/videos/594210425545396
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=619093659520688
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=471831151084008
https://www.facebook.com/110430525053132/videos/757411402078186/
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3. Ukrainian refugees are prioritised over Georgian citizens and hence, Georgia should 

stop providing financial aid to Ukrainian refugees: 

• According to a Facebook user, with winter closing in, the humanitarian situation is 

expected to worsen in Ukraine and, therefore, more people are running from the 

country to Europe. However, the propagandist claimed that if the European states 

welcomed and happily greeted Ukrainian refugees, now Europeans are telling 

Ukrainian refugees that they do not have any more space and they should look for 

shelter elsewhere. 

• Notorious influencer and propagandist Lali Moroshkina claimed that Ukrainians who 

came to Georgia are spending so much money on entertainment that they could have 

supported their fellow compatriots for half a year, thus suggesting that Ukrainians in 

Georgia have a lot money and do not require assistance and they do not care about their 

country. She also claimed on Alt-Info's broadcast that the high-ranking Ukrainian 

officials, with the leadership of Zelensky, are buying houses and businesses in Georgia 

to escape the wrath of Ukrainians. She suggested that Georgia should restrict selling 

houses and businesses to Ukrainian citizens (this discussion is taking place in Georgia 

regarding Russian citizens and this comment is typical whataboutism) because if every 

Ukrainian refugee - all 5 million of them - comes to Georgia then they would 

outnumber Georgians and eventually take over Georgian territory with soft power. 

• Another claim in the social media suggested that Ukrainian refugees should not be 

given the financial aid, which is more than "hungry pensioners" get, and they should 

not live in luxurious hotels as they are able to work while one-third of Georgians live 

in poverty and the other third has been forced to migrate to the other countries to work 

for their living. The claim argued that if one (referring to Ukrainian refugees) wants to 

https://www.facebook.com/nona.sharabidze/posts/5252817378106063
https://split.spnews.io/ka/archives/145250
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have something to eat, one should work like a slave and if one wants to earn money 

easily, the journalist indicated that one could become a prostitute. 

• Anchor of pro-Russian Alt-Info, Tatia Gabrichidze, stated that instead of fuelling 

Russophobia - hatred towards many Russians currently visiting or residing in Georgia, 

the public should focus on the massive number of Ukrainians who, according to her, 

have settled in Georgia. She also claimed that the Ukrainian men that are currently in 

Georgia are having fun while their country is at war. The respondent, propagandist 

Khatuna Khoperia (a former MP currently associated with infamous pro-Russian public 

figure Levan Vasadze), echoed Ms Gabrichidze's comments and argued that nowadays, 

aggression in Europe is towards Ukrainian refugees, not Russians. 

 

Propaganda Narratives Regarding the Conditions of Russians 

A narrative regarding the conditions of Russians, previously absent in propagandistic 

media, has emerged. Currently, a vast number of Russians have arrived in Georgia (and 

the trend still continues) and there is a public debate in Georgia to impose a visa regime 

on Russians or restrict them from buying property or registering businesses. This has 

been assessed by Russian propaganda as an attack on its citizens and the propaganda 

became very active, even from mainstream channels. Even the ruling party members 

accused the opposition, NGOs and the Public Defender of xenophobia and 

Russophobia. Propaganda sources have disseminated messages that Georgia is 

Russophobic, Russian citizens are being attacked in Georgia and the West and its 

proxies organise this process to incite Russophobia to cause tensions with Russia. Also, 

interestingly, the narrative has been intertwined with the narrative that the West seeks 

to open a second front in Georgia and a message has been developed that the West is 

https://www.facebook.com/110430525053132/videos/811559413537356
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organising an attack on Russians in Georgia in order to cause a war between Russia and 

Georgia. For instance, the ruling Georgian Dream party chair argued that "the authors 

of the xenophobic campaign want to somehow drag Georgia into the military conflict." 

Prime Minister Irakli Gharibashvili stated that "since they (referring to the opposition 

who are, according to him, traitors) did not achieve their goal and could not open the 

second front in Georgia, they want to harm our citizens somehow and hinder the flow 

of tourists." 

• Irakli Martinenko and Giorgi Kardava, the leaders of the pro-Russian Conservative 

Movement, claimed that Russian tourists are widely persecuted to "annoy" and provoke 

Russia and this campaign is well-organised. According to them, liberals in Georgia aim 

to incite Russophobia in society and stir up massive aggression towards people who 

supports negotiations with Russia. They also argued that this attack on Russian tourists 

is a new effort to cause tensions after an unsuccessful attempt to open a second front 

against Russia. Messrs Kardava and Martinenko underscored that the organisers of this 

campaign realise that Russia is such a country that would have to react when there is 

an attack on its citizens in another country, at least by making a statement and, hence, 

this is the reason why liberals try to incite Russophobia.  

• Pro-Russian Alt-info claimed that liberals are conducting a massive Russophobic 

propaganda campaign in Georgia directed against Russian tourists to incite hatred and 

aggression against Russian citizens. According to the pro-Russian TV channel, the 

Western-financed traitors are spreading propaganda about the need to restrict Russians 

from coming to Georgia as tourists. Alt-Info argued that this campaign is a Plan B for 

straining relations with Russia after the attempt to open a second front against Russia. 

In an interview with the pro-Russian Alt-Info TV, the leader of the anti-Western 

political movement Georgian Dasi, Jondi Baghaturia, stated that the US, after failing to 

https://www.interpressnews.ge/en/article/121152-irakli-kobakhidze-the-authors-of-the-xenophobic-campaign-want-to-somehow-drag-georgia-into-the-military-conflict
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/722195-premier-ministri-opoziciaze-vinaidan-mizans-ver-miagcies-da-meore-pronti-sakartveloshi-ver-gadmoitanes-undat-chveni-mokalakeebi-ramenairad-daazianon-da-turistebis-shemodineba-sheaperxon
https://www.facebook.com/110430525053132/videos/594210425545396
https://www.facebook.com/110430525053132/videos/806943810300475
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influence the Georgian government to drag Georgia into the war with Russia, amended 

its tactics and now they have a new target – Russian tourists. According to Mr 

Baghaturia, the US tries to instigate the civil unrest in Georgia by fuelling inter-ethnic 

conflict between Georgians and Russians. Mr Baghaturia claimed that this is the new 

trend of the Biden administration to create as many hot spots of conflict against Russia 

as possible and Georgia is one of their targets. 

• The pro-Russian Alliance of Patriots and its affiliated TV Obieqtivi argued that the 

West forces Georgia to mistreat Russians as the West itself mistreats Russians. They 

argued that the West and its proxies in Georgia do not care about human rights when 

it comes to the Russians. They concluded that the Russians are considered enemies 

because they do not fulfil the requirements set by the West and an identical situation 

would happen to Georgians if the West set the requirements for Georgia that it does 

not want to fulfil. Another claim voiced in the broadcast was that to ensure security, 

Georgia should declare neutrality as NATO does not accept Georgia as a member and 

the US only needs Georgia in order to irritate Russia. Another leader of the Alliance of 

Patriots even questioned whether or not NATO would still exist after the war. 

• The propagandist Facebook page – 2012-იანელები (2012ians) argued that Nazism 

directed against Russians is gaining ground in Georgia, something that the Public 

Defender ignores. The page claimed that mistreating Russians due to their ethnicity is 

fascism. The page also claimed that the plot is to make Russia angry so that it attacks 

Georgia and the war starts. 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/obieqti/videos/1270230307120020
https://www.facebook.com/239219396599898/posts/1398795373975622
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Military Situation on the Ground in the Fight Against Nazism Through Kremlin 

Lenses 

Russia's military campaign in Ukraine has been largely stalled in the last week but the same 

cannot be said regarding Kremlin propaganda campaigns aimed at justifying the invasion and 

stating Russia's military prowess: 

• Leader of the pro-Russian Alliance of Patriots, Davit Tarkhan-Mouravi, claimed that 

Ukraine keeps losing territories as city after city falls to Russia's hands. According to 

him, Ukraine did not have any military success and eventually would cease to exist as 

a state. 

• The pro-Russian Facebook page saluted the Russian armed forces as unbeatable. The 

page claimed that no one could withstand the Russian Army and voiced a fake message 

that American soldiers had to fight with the Russian army in Ukraine for a month but 

then they stated they realised that they could not face the Russian military and fled. 

Consequently, the propagandist page labelled the US army as a "do-nothing." The page 

also asserted that Ukrainian soldiers had run away from the cities and left them to the 

Russians. The Facebook page reported that Russian armed forces have also managed to 

destroy HIMARS systems which has not been documented so far. 

• The pro-Russian outlet Georgia and the World referred to an article by the French 

media, France-Presse, to state that according to many locals in Donbas, Ukrainian 

soldiers are hiding in abandoned schools and residential houses and the Russian soldiers 

are aware of this. Georgia and the World also claimed that Pavle Kirilenko, the 

governor of the Donetsk region, confirmed that among the locals, many are waiting for 

the Russian world; i.e., the Russian army. Georgia and the World also reported that 

residents of Kherson expressed their happiness about getting Russian passports in the 

report of the Swedish TV channel SVT. 

https://www.facebook.com/obieqti/videos/1883714855167205
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=3264115150572854
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=116634241120228&set=a.113278571455795&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=788177292374215
http://geworld.ge/ge/donbashi-mimdinare/
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=724746098614032&set=gm.5884412514921048&type=3
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• Sputnik blamed the US for inciting a war in Ukraine as the US is trying to do in Taiwan 

now. 

• The Sect Facebook page proclaimed that the occupation and annexation of Crimea was 

the fault of the US and caused by the overthrow of the legally elected government in 

Kyiv. The page claimed that the Maidan revolution was orchestrated and organised by 

the US and hence, a similar scenario to Georgia in 2008 unfolded. 

• Pro-Russian Obieqtivi TV continued humiliating Zelensky and accused him of 

provoking war in Ukraine. According to the outlet, the "silly actions" taken by Zelensky 

would destroy Ukraine. 

• Georgian Facebook users hailed Russian soldiers as heroes fighting against fascism, 

arguing that they are superior to Hollywood stars such as Superman and Batman. 

Additionally, the pro-Russian Facebook page labelled the Ukrainian flag as a "Nazi 

Flag." These messages aim to state that Ukraine is a Nazi and fascist state and, therefore, 

Russia's "special military operation" serves a noble purpose. 

 

Propaganda Narratives Regarding Economic Sanctions 

Narratives concerning the impact of economic sanctions are recurring trends in the pro-

Russian propaganda ecosystem and the messages that Russia is unaffected by the sanctions 

while the West is more damaged and threatened by an energy crisis are constant. In the 

previous week, a number of messages were observed, although they were not very popular, 

ranking in the middle as compared to other narratives: 

• A pro-Russian Facebook user, who has previously disseminated propaganda 

narratives, cited Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov saying "no payment - no gas," 

https://sputnik-georgia.com/20220803/amerika-msoflios-gasawirad-mzadaa-269183983.html
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=570496074759068&set=a.440155801126430&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1017538205588523
https://www.facebook.com/nona.sharabidze/posts/pfbid0o7YqUSNz9QK9eHpkhW778pbm9cmkDKnvnK3edY8pM2n6Rr5Fb2wvHFfbwkiNNaaAl
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=469737931638481
https://www.facebook.com/nona.sharabidze/posts/pfbid05G2M1f1mdXftS8UGJL9ahJcPcR8aCVUBpR8EkANcE2yoEbnzegbrsUc9akjVJaz1l
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adding that Europe has no choice but to pay in Russian roubles for natural gas imports. 

The Facebook user further claimed that with winter approaching, the West needs to 

start supplying firewood, sarcastically adding that even the firewood needs to come 

from Russia. 

• In a broadcast of the pro-Russian outlet TV Obieqtivi, the leader of the pro-Russian 

Alliance of Patriots, David Tarkhan-Mouravi, claimed that after the dissolution of the 

Soviet Union, Russia became the world's 36th economy. Mr Tarkhan-Mouravi added 

that over the years, Russia's economy grew further, first becoming the world's 10th 

biggest economy, later the world's 9th and as of today, the world's 6th. Referring to these 

statistics, Mr Tarkhan-Mouravi claimed that any talk of Russia's economy being 

weakened is baseless. 

• Talking about the Georgian economy and its trade partners, the Alliance of Patriots 

(AoP) leader, David Tarkhan-Mouravi, recalled Russia's current status as the second 

largest trade partner of Georgia, which, according to the pro-Russian politician, is not 

enough. Instead, Mr Tarkhan-Mouravi suggested that Russia should be Georgia's largest 

trade partner, claiming that the highest demand for every major Georgian agricultural 

product, including wine, is on the Russian market. The AoP leader concluded that the 

fact that Russia is not Georgia's largest trade partner only demonstrates that Tbilisi 

abstains from developing stronger economic ties with Moscow, thus "imposing 

sanctions on itself." Furthermore, Mr Tarkhan-Mouravi voiced an idea to engage in a 

parallel import scheme with Russia, similar to what Armenia does, and benefit from 

helping Russia to bypass sanctions. 

• Talking on the air of the Alt-Info TV channel, the pro-Russian Conservative 

Movement's leader, Zura Makharadze, claimed that Russia felt extremely insulted after 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1883714855167205
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=542455547630755
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=579729663804243
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the dissolution of the Soviet Union, but now, Russians know that sanctions do not hurt 

them and they will fight as long as they need to. 

• A Russia-sympathiser Facebook-user argued that sanctions were, indeed, beneficial for 

Russia, referring to gains of the rouble and Russian industry as all the foreign 

competitors have withdrawn from Russia. This Facebook user further claimed that due 

to the "anti-Russian" sanctions, the West finds itself in a very tough situation due to the 

emerging energy crisis which would only worsen as winter approaches. 

• Talking about high energy prices in Europe, the pro-Russian outlet Georgia and the 

World tried to convince the public that people in the Netherlands are forced to start 

supplying firewood and building fireplaces. Moreover, Georgia and the World insisted 

that with winter approaching, there might even be a shortage of firewood whilst the 

demand for fireplaces is increasing significantly. 

• Overestimating Europe's dependence on Russian energy resources, a pro-Russian 

Facebook page claimed that Europe currently relies on Russia for 80% of its imported 

energy resources. 

• The pro-Russian newspaper Georgia and the World reiterated that the Western-

imposed sanctions hurt the West itself more than Russia, citing the former Federal 

Minister for European and International Affairs of the Republic of Austria, Karin 

Kneissl, saying that due to the sanctions, Europe is becoming more and more irrelevant 

demographically and politically. Furthermore, the newspaper insisted that a severe 

economic crisis could lead the Western capitals to mass rallies against the government.  

• Georgia and the World also published an article penned by the pro-Russian journalist 

and former leader of the United Communist Party of Georgia – Valeri Kvaratskhelia. 

He claimed that since Russia limited natural gas supply, Europe was urged to lessen 

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=pfbid0k5AydieMnnCNQfv2oG3BGj8FjPQBR4JsN54n6s7osRqgM79Jb98o6yNjzZqGdeBrl&id=100057904841732&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUFlTrfOuNOz5BMKR2IkCn8SKOxTbfEELzPKDk4Qc_fFQixIKQI5xQ9b9UMWqgetP45fvY1gMLZxGOreRZMDWklh6em6AGdKd-RnASRgPUWQ_aLOKHcC7XNyZK7wR0BQV4hcbFc5Cg408da5gBtuhX1jJgDN7qZEdKKaa_SNpuRHw&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
http://geworld.ge/ge/niderlandelebma-sheshis/
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=556052319635861
http://geworld.ge/ge/avstriis-sagareo-saqmeta/
http://geworld.ge/ge/rekviemi-evropistvis/
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energy consumption. To portray the severity of the situation in the West and persuade 

the audience that the Western-imposed sanctions have backfired, Mr Kvaratskhelia 

cited the head of the International Energy Agency, Fatih Birol, who has recently stated 

that the world has never witnessed such a major energy crisis and that the worst might 

still be ahead. 

• Another pro-Russian Facebook page tried to display a distorted picture of the economic 

situation, claiming that the "Western partners" were initially convinced that the 

sanctions would weaken the Russian Federation but Russia has managed to mobilise 

economic resources and started even more rapid development whilst the population in 

Europe and the US are concerned about the increased prices of gasoline and natural gas. 

 

Propaganda Narratives Regarding Military Aid to Ukraine 

Regarding military aid, the message that the US is providing Ukraine with military assistance 

in order to make Ukraine fight until the last Ukrainian has been observed: 

• Head of the pro-Russian Conservative Movement's one of the regional offices, Arsen 

Popkhadze, suggested that the fact that the US provides military assistance to Ukraine 

is proof that the US seeks war and does not care about Ukraine as they wish Ukraine to 

fight until the last Ukrainian. Another Facebook user also claimed that Ukraine 

receives a vast number of Western weapons every day. She argued that Europe and the 

US promising not to deprive Kyiv of arms indicates that the West would wage war 

against Russia until the last Ukrainian soldier. 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=pfbid0k5AydieMnnCNQfv2oG3BGj8FjPQBR4JsN54n6s7osRqgM79Jb98o6yNjzZqGdeBrl&id=100057904841732&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUFlTrfOuNOz5BMKR2IkCn8SKOxTbfEELzPKDk4Qc_fFQixIKQI5xQ9b9UMWqgetP45fvY1gMLZxGOreRZMDWklh6em6AGdKd-RnASRgPUWQ_aLOKHcC7XNyZK7wR0BQV4hcbFc5Cg408da5gBtuhX1jJgDN7qZEdKKaa_SNpuRHw&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=pfbid02rBtL5XV5s2NQMq38qnXjw3ncQKTKjMcyFZJjE8TUucpYGCB3qN8caj5C3rbrmhg7l&id=100082681680918
https://www.facebook.com/nona.sharabidze/posts/5252817378106063
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Propaganda Outlet Lobbying Change of Georgia's Policies 

Pro-Russian sources are continuously disseminating messages aimed at discrediting Georgia's 

pro-Western policies and advocating for adopting directly or indirectly pro-Russian policies: 

• Attacking the US Ambassador in Georgia is still relevant. The pro-Russian newspaper 

– Saqinform.ge – suggested that Kelly Degnan has discredited the US policy in Georgia 

by promoting the overthrowing of the government by coup. Saqnform.ge also accused 

Ms Degnan of inciting anti-American sentiments in Georgia and interfering in the 

internal and foreign affairs of the country, especially in the justice system. Saqinform.ge 

developed a conspiracy theory that the US ambassador also attempted to expropriate 

Bidzina Ivanishvili's assets which would translate into isolating Georgian politics from 

Mr Ivanishvili and returning Mikheil Saakashvili to power. 

• Lali Moroshkina stated that monsters rule Ukraine today. She portrayed Ukraine as an 

enemy of Georgia and argued that supporting Ukraine and Ukrainian refugees would 

devastate Georgia. 

• Davit Tarkhan-Mouravi, the chairman of the AoP, asserted on a broadcast of the AoP's 

affiliated TV Obieqtivi that the only way to maintain peace in Georgia is by declaring 

neutrality. He also claimed that NATO is on the verge of collapse, implying that 

pursuing NATO integration is senseless either way.  

• As mentioned multiple times in the previous issue of the GRASS Disinfo Brief, another 

salvation of Georgia's future has suggested neither neutrality nor pro-Western politics 

but negotiations and eventual alignment with Russia. Alt-info remains the main 

mouthpiece of pro-Russian foreign policy in Georgia. Irakli Martinenko, one of the 

group's leaders, claimed that distancing from Russia means depending on Turkey and 

deploying Turkish military bases in Georgia. According to Alt-info, Russia would talk 

http://saqinform.ge/news/55997/ashsh-is+elchi+saqarTveloshi+male+shveicariuli+bankis+%E2%80%9CCredit+Suisse%E2%80%9D+aRmasrulebeli+direqtoris+beds+gaiziarebs+-+arno+xidirbegishvili+.html
https://split.spnews.io/ka/archives/145453?fbclid=IwAR3CuWAqchRf2BfN4XYVfVQEofxd-9tUBIJVBcy40NaNGOv4dnreuX8PcQg
https://www.facebook.com/obieqti/videos/1270230307120020/
https://www.facebook.com/110430525053132/videos/757411402078186
https://www.facebook.com/110430525053132/videos/806943810300475
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=584613859801206&t=0
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more to those who are firmly on Russia's side and do not consider it a temporary ally. 

Alt-info also portrayed the West as anti-Christian power, which prevented Georgia 

from conducting negotiations with Russia and Russia as a Christian power and natural 

ally of Georgia. 

• Dimitri Lortkipanidze, Director of the Yevgeny Primakov Georgian-Russian Public 

Centre, who recently toured Moscow for negotiations, stated that he held another 

round of talks with the members of the council of the foreign and security policy and 

with the director of Carnegie Moscow Centre. According to him, the prospects of 

possible development Georgia-Russia relations were discussed at the meetings. 

• A fringe pro-Kremlin Facebook page also voiced a sympathising narrative about Russia. 

The page stated that Russia has always been our fatherland while Georgia has been the 

motherland.  

• A pro-Russian Facebook account even claimed that Russia would destroy the US that 

would liberate Georgia from the influence of the evil, bloodthirsty and wicked country. 

 

Attention, Moscow is Speaking: Russian Disinformation on Facebook and 

Instagram 

Russian propaganda continues targeting Ukraine's President Volodymyr Zelensky with the 

viral Instagram fake story now falsely claiming that he announced surrendering to Russia on 

his official page – clickbait disinformation explained by FactCheck Georgia in this article. Pro-

Russian sources have also fabricated the front page of a Polish newspaper, Dziennik, falsely 

suggesting that "Zelensky will return Ukraine to Poland." Going further, anti-Western 

messages, such as the one according to which Ukraine is being manipulated by the US and the 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=412953187479235
https://www.facebook.com/dimitri.lortkipanidze/posts/pfbid02L9skQ1M7HFfYD9T8MmLXpgvFJjEKBEbmdzoP7f3ozuNfQ94gMzvsxmVvGUu4q7dPl
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=3517827991779936
https://www.facebook.com/nona.sharabidze/posts/pfbid0jmUpBejmZ1oTyeP1cWZWYSVQDECHuyidjsy9QUHCAJQfcxAqAUTCkMKNMKita4W9l?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXvHj36b2E691jcUPfbbOE1XkQ-i08sqBNxvzgFi807G8WlRvt4-dIcwVpR6NUVW0TZDGXQQOsqNkHknoId0npPROZLZjs3o2Etcqwr4Nd8f3Sjo4wff-AK6JEpFj1M1KuItnKlMut2DTGXi6fWCrzB-kBDXc1k9LIyeAjaK3051Q&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
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EU and exploited as a weapon against Russia, are observed to be widespread on social 

networks. In this regard, pro-Russian sources targeted US Senator Lindsey Graham and his 

recent statement which was taken out of context in which the Senator underscored the high 

level of readiness of the Ukrainians to fight against Russia by saying that "[in case the needed 

support is provided to Ukraine] they will fight till the last person." Similarly, 

the statement made by another US lawmaker, Mike Waltz, who has called for increased 

support for Ukraine, was also taken out of context. Furthermore, Russian propaganda, trying 

to legitimise the aggression against Ukraine and showcase that the so-called special military 

operation has supporters even in the West, circulated a video from 2009 where the US MMA 

fighter Don Fry expresses his admiration of Vladimir Putin. 
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